A tournament latin square T = [I;j ] is a latin square satisfying the additional requirement I;J = k implies I;k = j. A tournament latin square can be used for round robin tournament scheduling by interpreting I;j = k as a match at round i between team j and team k. We show that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the respective existence of diagonal and pandiagonal tournament latin squares are the same as for ordinary diagonal and pandiagonal latin squares.
INTRODUCTION
A tournament latin square (TLS) T = [tij] is a latin square satisfying the additional requirement that for each i and j, t ij = k implies tik = j. A TLS or order n can be associated with a round robin tournament for n teams where each row represents a round of matches and each column a team. Thus tij = k indicates that at round i team j plays a match against team k (that is tik = j is required), and t ij = j indicates that at round i team j has a bye. Note that the row property of a latin square assures that each team plays exactly one match (including a bye) at each round, and the column property assures that each team plays against every other team and plays a bye exactly once. A TLS can also be viewed as a multiplication table for a quasigroup satisfying Sades' left 'keys' law b(ba) = a [1] . It is easily verified that a TLS is a conjugate of a symmetric latin square. In this paper the elements of a latin square of order n will be denoted by the set of numbers to, 1, ... , n -I}. 
denote a latin square of order n. For o:os; j :os; n -1 the j-th left diagonal is defined as the set of entries {/~i+j: i = 0, ... , n -I}, the j-th right diagonal is defined as the set of entries {/i,n -l-i-j: i = 0, ... , n -I}, where all numbers are reduced modulo n. The spectra of diagonal, semidiagonal, pandiagonal and semipandiagonallatin squares are all known. We now summarize these results. THEOREM 1 [3, 4] . A necessary and sufficient conditionfor the existence of a pandiagonal latin square of order n is that n is divisible neither by 2 nor by 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for {he existence of a semi-pandiagonal latin square of order n is that n is odd. THEOREM 2 [2, 5] . A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a diagonal latin square of order n is that n :;e: 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a semi-diagonal latin square of order n is that n :;e: 3.
Since a TLS is a latin square, the conditions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are also necessary for the existence of TLSs with corresponding properties. In this paper we prove by construction that these conditions are also sufficient. Note that we can also interpret a diagonal TLS as a multiplication table for a quasigroup satisfying the following three conditions:
is a permutation; (c) there exists an involution p with at most one fixed point such that a -+ a· p(a) is a permutation.
SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let Rm = (ro. rio ... , r m -t ) be a permutation of the set {O, 1, ... , m -I}. Rm is said to be reflexive if rj = j implies rj = i. We also will denote by R' the permutation (r m -), ... , rio ro). R is said to be doubly reflexive if both Rm 
We also have 
4. DIAGONAL TLS THEOREM 6. A diagonal TLS of order n exists for n;;" 4. A semi-diagonal TLS of order 3 also exists.
PROOF. Suppose neither 2 nor 3 divides n. Then a pandiagonal TLS of order n exists which is a fortiori diagonal. Therefore we may assume that n is divisible by either 2 or 3 or both. We consider~ three subcases. 
An analogous argument shows that the rows and the columns are still latin and the rows are still reflexive.
The following is a diagonal TLS of order 6 so constructed:
We first illustrate a diagonal TLS of order 9:
For m ~ 5 we present a general construction. 
The clearly S is a latin square. It is also straightforward to verify that S is in fact a TLS. Furthermore S is left diagonal but not right diagonal. We will now change the right diagonals of m + Band m + A such that the new matrix becomes right diagonal. However, when we interchange elements in a row, we have to make sure the 'reflexive' property is not lost. 
OTHER TLSs
For even n, a crisscross latin square is defined as one in which all even-numbered left and right diagonals are latin. Hwang [6] proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a square of order n is that n be divisible by 4. Whether this is also sufficient for the existence of crisscross TLS is still unknown.
Examples of crisscross latin squares of order 4, 8 and 12 were given in Section 4 (as diagonal TLSs there). The construction of such squares of order 4 and 8 can be generalized to order 2k for all integer k.
